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The interactive web-based 
dashboards will: 

Analyze trends in factory score and 

performance, environmental impact, 

reduction targets, and best practices.

 Highlight high and low performers  

 by vendor, country, product 

 category, and factory type.

 Benchmark factory responses against  

 peers. 

 

 Integrate brand or retailer-speci�c 

 information such as internal supplier 

 id’s, product category, tier, and   

 vendor. 

 Export to csv �les to encourage  

  further analysis by brands or 

 retailers. 

The Sustainable Apparel Coalition and Anthesis have 

partnered, for the second year, to provide members 

with insights into data reported by suppliers via the 

Higg Index Facility Environmental Module.  

ADVANCED ANALYTICS



THE HIGG INDEX & ANTHESIS QUANTITATIVE IMPACT | FOOTPRINT ANALYSIS

Supply Chain Footprint for Your Factories

Impacts reported by factories are broken down below based 
on �lter selections. Outliers have been removed from the totals, 
and units have been standardized to enable aggregation. 
Hovering over cells provides more information. 

Organizations looking for deeper insights 
into Higg performance across their supply 
chain will have access to interactive 
dashboards.

These interactive dashboards allow users to 
slice and dice Higg responses and score 
data, show benchmark results, and enable 
more strategic engagement on key impact 
areas with value chain partners. 

Questions the dashboards will 
answer: 
 What level of performance are our  
 facilities achieving?

 How did each of our facilities   
 benchmark against each other   
 and our peers? 

 What are the trends at a facility   
 level?
 
 Where are the highest scores   
 achieved? 

 Where is our supply chain’s impact? 

 What reduction targets are facilities  
 setting? 

High impact or intensity areas highlighted in yellow.



PRICING

Maximum Number 
Facilities Included Tier*

$20,000

$15,000

$13,000

$11,000

$9,000

$7,000

Price (USD)

1,000

500

250

100

50

25

CONTACT US
For more information, contact 
Matt.Wood@anthesisgroup.com 
www.anthesisgroup.com

ADVANCED ANALYTICS DASHBOARD

Stay curious, and hover often.
Many of the charts, maps, and visuals in the Advanced Analytics dashboard
will provide more data and background information when you hover over a chart 
(in a box called a tooltip). To view tooltips, simply hover your mouse over a data point 
or area for a full second. Here is what the tooltip will look like.  

*If maximum number of facilities within a tier is exceeded, 
pricing for the next tier will apply. If 1,000 facilities is exceeded, 
each additional increment of 1,000 facilities is priced at $1,000 USD.

Custom features, contact for pricing:

• Custom �lters
• Tier 2+ mapping and views
• Facility level risk assessment
• Impact extrapolation
• Scope 3 footprint
• Supplier-facing dashboards
• Other custom views

Impacts | Factory Benchmarking

Download your data whenever you like.
The underlying data to charts and other details like internal supplier ID
are always just a few clicks away. To download data, click a chart, cell, or axis 
and follow either of the steps below. 

About Anthesis
Anthesis is a global sustainability services and solutions provider that believes commercial 
success and sustainability go hand in hand. We develop commercially-driven sustainability 
strategies, underpinned by technical expertise and delivered by innovative collaborative 
teams across the world. 

 


